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Researchiin Written Composition: Fifteen Years of Investigation, 1,

In 1963, -NCTE published Research in-Written Composition, a monograph:pre- -

pitted by' a special committee of NCTE and writterLby this,lommittee's directors,

Richard Braddock, RicharciLloydrJones, and Lowell Schoer.* This monograph was-

the first of.a number of compreherisive'research summaries-pUblished- throughout

the sixties and-seventies 010161, 1963; BraddoCk, 1.969t Sherwin, 1969; Blount;

1973;-and_Lutdsteen. 1976L-and stands :as an importamtrdodumenfor composition

teachers, for directors of compobition programs, and for' researchers in-eomposi-

tion. It is- important, bedause it was the first major summary of research- 'to

apPear in over thirty years (Lyman, -1929). Also, it- provided forth& research-

novice a useful,- though brief examination of the basic tools necessary for a,

critical scrutiny of research studies. Third, it heightened the.professional-.

and pedagogical awareness, of composition teachers by demonstrating that research

in composition exists, Ay discussing elementi of design and measurement in lay-

Man's terms, and ty providing information .ca- composition research that could
4

be.implemented in the design of writing'prograMd. Finally, it presented twenty-
\

four recommendations for needed research in comPositien, many of which have been

investigated in recent years. In addition,the Braddock Report has become a

document highly regarded by subsequent research specialists. Nathan S. Blount

(1973): for example, calls the- PepOrtjul "indispensable source of information"

(p. 1084), and,"a classic monograph" (p. 1088)..

The Braddock - Report isindispensable not only for the information,it pre-

sented on existing research and-research methodology,'but also for thoA.nforma-

tion it called for in the twenty-fourrecommendations for needed- research. These

recommendations, which appeared in the' form of 'questions, were as Pillows:

'41 Hereafter referred to as_ the Braddock_Report.
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What-kinds or situatitins and assignmenti at various levels
of schooling stimulate a desire to write well.?

r

. - What do afferent kinds of students prefer to write about
when relieved of the expectations and requirements of
teachers and others -? ..., _

3. What are the sources of fear and resentment of writing?

4._ How do the kinds of Writing which adults compose vary with
their occupations and other factors-?

5. What is the effett on- writing of ha--1:Fing -the student compose
his paper! for different kinds of readers?

6. At Which levels of maturation doeS it ;seem appropriate to
introduce -the various modes of discourse-- narration, ipoetry,
drama, exposition, argument, and criticism?.

7. 'What is the relative effectiveness of -writing shorter and longer
_papers. at various- levels of maturity and'.proficiency?

8. At -which levels_of maturation doeS approptiate to
introduce the various rhetorical elements Of writing?

9. What are the effects of ,variotis kindt and amounts of reading
on the quality and kinds ;of writing a person does =?

10. What are the direct -and. indirect effects 6f particular sensory 4.0h-
experiences and -guided observation upon writing?

II.- At -i:ilist 'stages Of maturity -do students- spOntaneoUsly seek.

specific -help in improving partiCulat aspects of- writing,
such--as speci- ficity -of details-, transitions, parallel- dtruc.!
ture,_ snd metaphor? , -,, ..5

__ At- which ,LOVels of maturation can particular aspects of writing
most efficiently be learner.

13. Does the-oral reading of rough draftshelp the elementary
school 'child strengthen "sentence sense"? HoW does it.?

-
14. -What techniques-of composition most effectively help build

seti-discipline and pride -in clarity, oritinality, and good fdrm?

15. Whit procedures of teaching;,and learning composition are most
. effective for pupils of low socioeconomic patterns?

16. What ProcedueS of teaching and learning composition are most
effettive for pupils learning to write Engliah as .a second-

.language?

17. Can study Of the newer types of linguistics help writers?

18. Can formal study of rhetorical theory or of logic help- writers?
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19.- Nov is writing affected by extensive'study and imitation or
- parody of modelat

20. What -forms of discourse have the. greatest effect on other types
of writingt For exat,ple; does writing poetry help a writer of
reports? Yr

21. What is inVolved in.theedt of writing?

22. \ How- dc4s ...ai..persan_ go about starting a paper? w What quest: aria
must he answer far -himself?

.

23. How- does a writer generate sentences?

.424. Of what does skill in writing really consist?

These questions address specific\ and crucial ireas in which research could
provide essential insights into the nature of the writing proceii, the nature
of the student\ learning to write, and the nature of pedagogical procedures which
facilitate or retard the learning process. But 'as -the- authors of the Braddock -4
Report noted in 1963-, these questions_"Which seem 'fundathental in the teaching
and-Se'arning of written- composition apTiarerialy haVe gone almost untouched by
careful research" (p. 52). In this essay, therefore, I wi-11 eXamirie'the research
whith has been done- since the Braddodk Report in these twentyi.four,areas -research
which may 'or may not be. in direct response to these fquestions, but-- which- nonethe-
less provides information relating to these tracial areas. In thit-regard_, I
will examine both- published Arid unpublished research*reports. While the pub?.
*lished reports have proven their significance by professional recognition,- the
unpublished- rePorts alSo present signifidarit ImplicationS for the teaching and
learning of composition. In.,addition, I will make further recommendations for
_More research. which is needed in the field.

-1- should state three Matters relating-to the preparation of -my overview.
First, some or the question§ posed in the Braddock Repert deal with psychological

matters which -are--very-,difficult -forresearchers to ,gauge.. _ Question _Fourteen,
for exainPle="What techniques af composition most effectively help build. self-
disdipline and pride in clarity, originality, and-seed- formt.";-asics the re-
searcher to establish a relationship between. technique And= two psychological
constructs -oself-'tiscipline and pride. While many research studies do investi-
gatethe.'relationahlps between techniques* and improVertient in such writing skills
as clarity, originality, and form,- -few investigate what impact, _it any, a tech-
nique has on mental -facultieS (Or, for that. matter, what kmpect mental faculties
have on -a tedhnique):. I Will report on both types of studiesthose which re-
late 'only _to skills or achleVementand those -which relate to mentalAaculties

.4
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(Auch"as attitudes toward writing. 'The former studies base their conclusions

on measures of achievement, which limits them to data derived strictly from.,

demonstrable behavior. Still, they do-suggest relationships between techniques

and achievement which may generate, further research into the ptychologidal

effects-of these-techniques.
\

-A reltted-matter'pertaint to the overlap of some-questions. -Question Twenty -,

One, for example--"What is involved. in the act of writing?"--is closely related k

to questiOn Twenty-Two--"How-does a person go about starting a paper? What ques- ,

tions must :te.anSwer for himself?" In such instances, I will group overlapping
,

questions together and repott on research mc;st closely related to both.

'The- third matter-concerns-the-selictive nature of this overview. It is ,.

selective in two senses4 Firtt, I bave not included. some studies simply because

they do'not relate to any of the questions posed in the Braddock_Report. Thus,-I

haVe.not reported such studies as that by McElwee (1974),'who examined the effectsi,

of systematic instruction in proofreading' On the spe'l'ling accuracy of fourth and

1-
sixth graders. Another example of a study which is interesting in itset 1f but is )

'not related to the Braddock Report's-questions .isthe-ond by Norwood (1974), who h

conducted an- experiment -in teaching_methodologyto.detertineSdhlevement as relate'Al
-7)-- 4-

to ethnic on -gin. In this overview,- then,, I have reported only on those studies
.

which relate closelytothequestions posed in the Iraddodk-Aeport. Research

dealing, with such matters as- spelling, ethnic origin., vocabulary teacher prepara-

tion,- and the like have not been included.

This overview is selective in a secondsense. While I have ifiVettigated

both'pUblished and unpublished research studies, -I have eliminated some- studi -es

'because of major flaws in design or procedure. Such as the case with one study

which investigaiedWhether students enrolled -in a freshman composition -course

using an experimental- -method improved-their writing after-fifteen weeks of treat-
ment. The data on the posttests -indicated that there wasimprovementin- writing

-ability; but since-no control group was used, the researcher could not be sure
, .

if the improvement was a result of the experimental treatment or not. In another

study, experimental and control groups _were pre and. posttested to determine the

effects of teacher-corrected versus peer-cerredted writing. But on the writing

samples used as the posttest, rater reliability was so low-that the writing sam-

-pats had to be dttcarded. Scores on the objective posttest were not statistically

.significant, so the investigator "concluded" that there is no significant differ-!

"ence between the two methodi of correcting student writing. Studies such as these

ere relatively insignificant or so egregiously_ flawed that they are .hardly worth

reporting.
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In reporting on better designed' and more significant studies, I will consider

both procedures and results. Readers who wish to look further into these studies

can easily obtain them either as- publisheddocuments, o through University Micro-
/ - -

films, or ERIC Document Beoroduction Service.

-OVERVIEW OF -r: !What kinds of situations and assignments'at various:
RESEARCH levels of schooling stimulate a desire to write well?

-14. What techniques 'of composition most effectively help
build self - discipline and pride in clarity, originality,
and good form?'

These two questions deal with attitudes toward-writing and also with-- tichieve..

ment. Because. there is little distinction between "kinds of situations and

assignments" Andi"techniques of composition" and because a "desire to write Well"

necessarily involves "pride in clarity, originality, and good form," I will con-

sider these questionS together.

Hall, Moreti, and Storm (1976) studied-hoMe environments of children who

)were -early writers In school_ in an attempt to identify what builds _positive

attitudes-toward.writing. TOM-information collected-through interviews with

parents, =the researchers -found that most parentS of early writers were college

graduates who served as models for the children because-theywrote'th the home

themselves; writing materials were easily accessible_to the-children, as were

-,books;. magazines, and-newknaPersrand'parenrsibltifirengagedAn -reading and often
m

read-to their children. The researchers_identifted -three patterns in this early

interest in writingf" 1). desire to communicate to-others through letters; 2)-

intrOductiOn'to the names of fetters and often direct instruction in writing;

and 3) help-given at the children's requests.
,

Miny studies have teen-done on the effect of teacher criticism of student

-writing. -In-an overview of this research, Groff (1975).concluded that, contrary

to popular belief, either positive or negative criticism -of children's writing

gets the same results. That is, the,quality of childrenli writing is not affected

by either" positive or negative-criticism.. 'However, the effect of such criticilJi

on-- attitudes- toward writing is another matter. -Gee (1970, for example, worked,

with 139 eleventh-grade Students in an investigaticin of the effects of written

comment on expository composition.- Students were assigned to three treatment

groups:, One group received-positive cOmments, one group received negative corn-

'ments, and one group received no comments at all. All of the students- wrote

four compositions. -Before each writing, the previous composition was returned,

with appropriate comments, or no_comments. Measurement comparisons between the
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first and fourth compositforis were - ..based -on the number of T-units and on quality

as determined by a rating scale. While Gee _found no significant differences iii

the quality of student writing, he did find that comments of praise were more

efffeetiiie'thaririegative comments or no comments at all in promoting positive

attitudes toward writing.

'Stevens (i973), working with ninety-one low-perfortting urban male-high

school: students for ten weeks, investigated what effect positive or negative

evaluation has-on- the quality of writing and on the students' attitudes toward,

composition. Positive-- arid, negative evaluation groUps were set up and students

wrote five compositions (during -the study. Stevens found' no di fference in the

quality of the compositfons due to the effect of- positive or -negative evaluation,

but he did find that lio.sitve evaluation creates positive attitudes while nega-

tive 'evaluation :creates negative attitudes.

Other studies dealt with related kinds of teedliack.- Sti-ff (1967) investigated

the effect'-of three correction methods on the writing of seventy-seven college

freshman students. The three-methods were: 1)--marginal .cOmments only; 2) ter..6

minal comments only; and 3) combined- marginal and terminal comments. The results

Indliated' improvement in- all of the -stUdents1 writing; there was no significant

di fference deriving from the, method' of correction. Stiff pointed. out that this

result would seem to- indicate that the -completely corrected paper and the amount -

of time-invested in .it -may be no more productive than other procedures of =con-

fection- which are less- time consuming. However, Stiff -also found that the-cStu-

dents -in the combineciv,marginal/terminal correction group were more -pleased ia t h

.
that method than the Students'An- the other groups. The _author thus- suggested

that, in the long run, this third-method may have .a positive effect on student-
.

-morale -and perhaps on _performance.

Sweet (1966) examined other, forms of -teacher feedback in his_ six-week,study

involving 22-5 ninth graders. The three methods =he employed were: 1) no- comment)

only a -numerical -store and-letter grade; 2)- free comment (whatever comment- the

teacher felt. like making)- ;. and 3) specified comment (stock responses designated

in- advance for-each letter grade, such as A "Excellent. Keep it up," or C

"Perhaps try to do better "). The three feedback' methods were applied -to stur

dents' objective tests, rather-than to actual writing samples which _are usually

used in experiMenta of this sort.- But since Sweets. concern was .siith-measuring

the -effects of feedback on _performance' generally, his results are nonetheless.

,suggesti-ve and applicable to ;actual writing. Students in. all three groups

demonstrated little short-term effects on test performance due to treatment. -

However, students in the free comment gioup did show a 'significant effect On
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scholastic performance over a longer period of time. In oddition,-only the

students in the fret comment group showed a positive change in attitude toward

English. The researcher cal -led for replication of his study, but for a longer
-

time interval totesi the long-term effedts of 'feedback on attitudes:

Farnier (1976)- comparedtwO/methods of composition evaluation: 1) a method

of-correcting a 'student's theme in writing and returning it to him'in class; and

2) an oral, individualized method where the instructor explained to the student

the problems and weaknesses and helped the student in improving his weaknesses.

Sixty freshman composition students were divided into two experimental and -two

control groups for one-semester. Both groups followed the, same class procedure,

except for the -evaluation methods. Wilting.was evaluated for content, organize-

= tiohi mechanics, and overall on a 1 - 5 scale. Resplts favored the individualized'

approach-inthe areas of organization, mechanics, and overall; for.content, re-
also

sults
A favored the individualized Approadh, thoUgh not.at a level of statistical

-

Significance. Wagner's study (1975) investigated the impact-of letter-grading

on student attitudes toward composition _in freshman English. One group of ,,;

students' received-letter grades on twelve compositions written during-the course-

while the. other, group received none. .Both groups received positi4e comment on

. all Topers. The students were measured for attitude _changes and for writing
#

perfOrmance. Results showed that-the presence or absence of letter grades, in

the presence of positive comments, does not significantly affect change in

attitude or writing Teiformance. Wagner pointed out, however, that letter grading

directs teacher reMarks-to the negative aspedts of student_work, Whichthus in-

terferes with-Positive commentary.

Two- tfeset.ithers coMporingidifferent approaches to compositiohincluded in
a

their data information on attitudes toward Writing. Adams (1971) composed the

-effectiveness Of two methods used-in an-elective predollege course. Method A

was a highly structured Opproadh which used professional essays as models, limited

topics for writing,'preScribed forms of discourse and length, mechanical and

structural errors marked by a grader, brief comments directed at errors on themes,

Oindrequired-revisions; Method B'was described as- flexible: 'Models derived

froM students' writings; no, restrictions on topics-, form, or length; smnl-1 -group

work where students -read one another's Writing_ before turning in revisions for

the teacher to read; themes evaluated by responding to students thoughts and

fdeas,while mechanical and structural errors went unmarked; and long ancaffirMaz

tive.comments on papers.. The,xesultS derivtd-from the STEP (Sequential Test of

Educational Progress) test of writing skills; as well as from evaluation of

writing sampled'showed that-no significant 'differences in writing skills existed
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between' tudents from either group. There, were, difference. however,

,
to4in attitudes toward_thebethoda: thteachers And students in method B were

more enthusiastic-toward the end of the' semester. ThiS study represents po

extremes in methodologies; and, though many uncontrolled variables in each method
,weaken the deSign, the attitudinal reaults1Cosuggestthat

certain elements ijr
method .8 may increase motivation students atthislevel,'

In-Another experiment,,Wahlbeig'-(1970) explored a-method oftructuring-the

freshman composition-classroom-to affect 'student attitude-and Olpro4e the learning
Climate. The control group_followeci a teacher centered lecture format; the expert-

mental grouligfollowed a peer- interactioniformat, with a college counaelor Inter-
4.0

vening to show students_ways to help ene.another. While :the results4ahow.mixt4,

improveMent fenbcth groups) the students in the intervention group felt that

more learning-took place and thdt the instructor "cared" for them. 'SfMilarly,

Salvner (1977) developed a rationale lei collaborative learning,in_comPosition

'and describgd,n study done with ninth 'and- tenth graders. for six weeks. While
there was no'significant difference in overall *quality in the writing of students
who experieneed the collaborative writing unit, they researcher found, that atti-

tudes toward writing improved, And that students spent more time An'prewriting

andi,irittng-as a -result, of their experiences in cellaborativelearning.
e - <,%2

. ".
A number of methodologital experiments in prewriting'techniques have been

done. While T intend to ,report the-bulk of these eipertments under Question

Eighteen '(below), one study must be reported here because along-with-esting the

effectiveness of prewriting techniques, it also,gathered date on-attitudes.-

Rohman=and Wleeke (1964) worked with students -in a collegerlevei sophomore ex -'

pository'Writing cdursetor-one semester.' The prodedure follOwed,in:the expert-
-

' -Mental group was a six-weekmuna with the focus on concept formation!in the ,

prewriting:procesk (stress on-the need for experience,andthought before the

actual writing), The control group fOl1oVed a traditional basic compositionactual

format: formal study of Ixammar, logic, anairhetoric;_ analysis of model essays;

and weekly essays with revision. ',Post-treatMent themes were rated significantly

higher in faVor of-the experimental group. Equally important, however, was the

_data gathered on attitudes. ,Where the control group by the end of the course
saw-writing as an ektrinsic problem (concern with mechanics, spelling, rules

of good writing behavior), the experimental group saw writing as an intrinsic

problem (concern with"-the value of _fdeas, thinkih, and conceptualization),

The-authors concluded that as a result of their experiences in this course, the

experimental students saw writing as a more worthwhile, more desirable activity.

10



Other comparative methOdologiCal studies were concerned less with ettitudes

and more with achievement. Tioykal(1911kinvestigated the effect of simulation:

gaming (role-playing) on the expository/prose competence of-community. College-
.

remedial composition students. The researcher set up an experimental group

which was given simulation- based -writing experiences focusing on basic rhetorical ,'

skills (development by facts, by reason, -by incidents, and by comparison /coLtrast).

The control group was given similar assignments but did not experience simulation-

gaming; The experimental group achieired signi- ficantly higher scores than the

control group on two measures of writing ability - -the STEP section on English-

Expressidn, and-a rating scale used to evaluate the themes.-' Troyka.conciuded

that the experimental'treatment not only improved .expository wrfting_competenCe

but also proved to be an effective motivational strategy.
%

Some studies compared writing labs/workshops witmore traditional. approaches...*

Haas, Childers, Babbitt and-Dyile(1972)-used 142' freshman coMposition students

for one-semester to investigate, the'effectiveness of an experiment41 workshop
.

method which-made use Of intensive in*class guidance of daily writing assign-

ments, peer-group problem solving of writing tasks, and condensed descriptions

of rhetorical techniques. The-control gtoupfollowed a format based on lectu04

on rhetorical 1ttategiesand discussions of readings from an anthology. In

theit results, the researchets fOund that-the experimental workshop groups-showed

superior-achievement over the controlpgroups on writing samples rated for thetori*'

cal:technique, structure, mechanics, and content.,

In -a simile* experiment, Sutton and Arnold (1974) worked with 244 freshmen

who-scored-on'the-lowest deci le on the English Scale of the ACT. The purpose of

this study Was to compare the long-term effecteof a writing lab with those_ of

a regular remedial English course upon the achievement and the-attrition rate,,

of the students* Students in the writing-lab experienced much intensive tutor-
.

ing while those in the regular course followed a lecture-discusMon format. Both
Ip

groups used programmed texts in spelling, diction, and writing. The researchers

found that the writing lab students fared better in their other courses and that

the-individualized instruction of the writing lab methodology had a-significant

effect on the future Writing-grades of these students. Two other experiMents

with, writing bibs arrived at less significant results. Turner (1970) worked-

with three sections of junior college English- to determine whether or not the
4%

Substitution
e
of a writing lab for a regular class would improve student writing.

Two'control groin and-one experimentiif group were set upwith evaluationliased,

on judges!. ranking, of final compositions in the course. The results showed-
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that the eXperimental2writing lab group performed slightly better but not at a

level of significance.' Dow (1973) had similar, with a:other group of

College students. One hundred and fortY-6six.students were divided into experi-

mental and control groups.. The experimental grOups were issignedtoa, writing

lab which was characterized byan'informal'atmosphere, attractive environment,

non- compulsory assignments; non-manditOty attendance, ungraded writing, and ex-

tensive student-teacher conferences. The control grbups f011oyed a more struc-
,

turgid ptocedure: a formal, classroom setting, reading and` writing.--

graded writing, grammar study, research papers, and examinations. Evaluation of

both groups consisted Of a writing skills test, a test of exposition, and a writ-

ing sample evaluated by'four raters using an evaluation sheet. Dow found that

-the students in both groups wrote equally as well.

Closely related to experiments with writing fibs are those which examine the-

effects of. class size and/or individualized instruction. Smith (1974) worked -with
o .

high school juniors to investigate-the-hypothesis that the teaching of_ writing can

be improved through individualized and. small group-instruction. The' researcher

used twelve claSses. Sit werejarge7class-control groups -which received instrucf

tion,ditected to. each group as a whole. -AmomOhe other six clastet were groups

which alsol'reeeived-instruction directed to the entire group 'but mithsmaller-
,

class size, and groups which received individualized instruction. Smith found

that the students in smaller elasSes made greater gains in knowledge of writing

skills and in writing performance than thoie inthe larger- classes and-that stu-

dents of low and: average achievement improved more than did students of.high '

achievement. -She also found that students iF the individualized'instruction_

.groups:made even greater improvement than th6se-in small classes. 'An important-

/Art of the Smith -study was a-check on retention of skills six'weekslafter the
.

experiment: post - experimental' testing showed- no retention.inknowledge.'of writing

skills or'in writing performance for students in large classes. Students'in

small classes showed retention in knowledge of wtiting'akills but no retention

in-writing:performance. Students in the individualized instruction groups shoed-

retention, both in-knowledge of writing skills and also inwriting'Per'formanCe six._.

weekd -after Ahe experiment.

Laguna '(1972) examined an instructional method which employed

tion (dlagnottic tests and'teache'r-student conferences) and peer_grouping(students_

in each peer_group chose writing topics, set objectives, and evaluated- their Writ-

ing). -The-Control group operated on a whole-class basis, with the'objectives.Set

by the teacher, who also evaluated all writing. The subjects were Co tenth

12
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gradeistudents. Evaluation was based on the STEP writing test and the ST2P

essay test. Laguna found that peer evaluation was as effective as teacher

corrections and-that it reduced the time expended in-evaluation by the teacher.

With peer evaluation, students completed more compositibn
:s
whi.,e they received

more immediate feedback on their writing. Arid finally, , -11 iorogressed at

_their own, rate in acquiring compoSition skills without repeating previous learning.
. _

In a related study, Ford (1973) investigated the effects of peer7editing

--ifidgrading-of-themes -on-the-gratiunar-usageand_theme-wriang ability of fresh-

man English students. He found that having students -edit and grade each others'

themes can cause significantly greater gains in their grammat-USage as well as

in their theme=coMposition abilitithari_having just the course instructor edit

and grade the students'-Writing:- Similarly; Firrell.(1-977)._used__1.54.
'junior

high students_for a twelve week _study_compariiii three approaches to teaching

writing: t) teacher-lettniii=2) Teer-evaluation;-and_3)....groUp_tutering. Stu-
.

dent writing was assessed by .the STEP Test, and by a writing sample rated by

AheDiederich CoMposition RatingScale.: Farrell found thatzenetaIly.both peer

evaluation and gtbup tutottfig-had7better-effects-on-writing-Skills,

an exPeriment.tiing sixth graders, -Sager (1973) investigated whether

children who were,taught to use_ a rating scale (composed of four Sections on ,

1vocabulary, elaboration, organitation, and structure) to rate their own bompo,

sitioffi and those of their-PeerS-Weed-improve the-quality-of their-writing_more

than studenteWho,studied: the fol.& criteria of the rating scale but-did not use

- lt-im.evaluating-their-workY-The-researcher found-thali-the-students- using-the-

scale to rate their: -own work as well as that of their peer6 did improve the

-quality ok their Writing more than did theStudents who did not use the scale.

Another..kind methodological experiment involved programmed instruction.

Slay (1968) compared the effectivenesS, of programmed, forMal, and:informal =

_approaches to the teaching of zTammar-in remedial college English-, 'The programmed

group used a prograMmedgrammartext4 the formal group used formal grammar instruc-
.

tion"with a-traditional handbook; and the informal group replaced formal grammar

instruction -with teacher-led discuisions of students' writing, along with samples

of student writing presented on an overhead projector. The researcher found no

significant differences in writing skills- among ihe three -groups. Harris (1972)

examined the learning effectiveness and cost-time efficiency-of programmed -in-

struction for teaching expgSitory writing to college freshmen and high school

seniors. Programmed instruction included integrated instructional sequAce,

behavioral objectives and student knowledge of objectives, cybernetic feedback;

, and self-instrUction. Harris found programmed instruction effective for teaching
_

13
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Aenne high=aevel cognitive proceSses (analyzing informative discourse)- and as

effective as conventional, methods for-teaching the analysis and productiori-of

discourse which emphasizes logical proof. He also:found _programmed instruction

efficient in terms of cost and time. __

_

In- an extension Of the Rohman and Wlecke study (1964, see above); BUrhans

(1960 added to the focus on prewriting-a stress on writing techniques and struc-

tural methods. Three approaches to a College level sophomore composition course

were compared. The prewriting group emphasized prewriting.andrewriting; the

"comprehensive" group emphasized prewriting,-Writing techniques (e.g.,- abstract

`and concrete language, figurAtive langUage, analogy, And-exemplification),

:structural methods (development of paragraphs and essays), and rewriting; the

"traditional" group emphasized logic, rhetoric, and Mechanide. In addition, the

laewriting.and comprehensive groups were student-centered and developmental (i.e.,

frot prewriting and writing stages to full essays) while the traditional group

was-material-eentered_and_etatic___ (j.e., :begin with full essays). Burhans found

that,stUdents In the prewriting and'_ Omprehensive groupe prodUced writing superi-

or to that produced by students-in the traditional.',group. While studentd in the

prewriting-and -doMprehbnsivA.groups_howea_Measureable gains In the areas of

wording, flavor,' Ideas, and organization, none of-the three groups proved superi,

or in-the-improvement of-mechanics.

Two experiments were concerned strictly-with revision. Hansen (1971) -inves..,

tigated-whether. .university, students who -:do teacher-guided revision and rewriting-

of an essay achieve greater skill in composition than studentS who correct mechan-

ical and grammatitra errors with only the aid- of a handbook -and who do not re-

vise or rewrite.- For the self-guided students,,then,revisionas strictly a

inatter of proof-reading. In-addition, students in the self-guided- group'wrote

more themes without revision4whale the students in- the teacher-guided-group

-wrote fewer themes but revised each into new thetes., The results led Hansen to

conclu e that there is:no.assurance that a student who `writes four themes and

reviseseath into a new -theme will improve_any more than.knother student who

writes twice as many themes and makes a correction sheet for each. The researcher

- Also concludeathat editing skills are evidently learned in some way other than

through,evisinvand-rewriting. This-study-suggests-thatif-students -once-under-

stand jilst what needs to be revised, the actual physical act of 'revision may be

unnecespary.IN

d \ruu another dy of revision, pffros (1973) worked with ten- college freshman

composition secti ns. The experimental groups' procedure wadaesigried to moti-

vate students to r vise and rewrite by delaying-grades until revisions were

4
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completed. The control groups, dn the other hand, used minor revision with imme-

diate grades. Results based on the-English Expression Test showed that the con-

trol group was significantly better, though there was no significant difference

between the two groups-on the_ easaytest.

In an experiment intended to examine creativity in the writing of tenth

grade- students, Jenks (1965) compared two methods. The first was the "Demopraxis

Journal-Method," which consisted of-regular journal keeping that included five

components: 1) an ideas list; 2) daily:writing with three' weekly,essays focussed

on a single topic, mood, or opinion; 3) a personal manual with-corrections-of

errors noted bfthe writer or by members -of a peer'group; 4) a spelling list;- and-

5) extra-credit manuscripts. The second method- was a regular course ofatlidy

where students wrote one-assigned theme per week and, did not keep a journal.-

petimental data derived from the Imaginative Stories Tasks of the Minnesota

Tests of-Creative Thinking Showed:that-the journal method contributed significant-

ly to creative deVelefjidEC-

Since many of the-Audies I have reported here-were conducted in rather

short- periods of time, evidence'deldom indidafesthat any method being compared.

with another has_any-lasting effect. -Many researchers report that-significant
.e

differences_niight_hive tedome apparent had the treatment-ten carried-out over a

longer time. Smith"s (1974i see above) six-week post- experimental check is thus

,,an exception worthy -of replication.. To cite another example, Burrus (1970) con-

ducted athree year experiment with primary children,co Paring two Methods.of
'

teaching the mechanids of writing. The "traditional." 4;method,placed emphasis on-
,.

__a_langUage textbook _and models of'correctness whild_4_"funOtiiinal" method

emphasized the child's owwlanguage-(i.e., Stressonmechahics as_deterMined, by

-voice inflections) and emphasized-writinas purpoSeful communication; Burrus

found the functional approach statistically more signifioantA04roving.:

punctuation, capitalization, and Spelling. ,Improvement in'utage and sentence

structure was slightly higher for the fUnctional group, though not statistically

significant. What is- more important in this study, however, is the suggestion

that attitudes formed-in-the functional group toward writing as-a purposeful,

real communication act directed coward peers may have had an impact on the-im-

provement of certainr writing -_skills. The- Burrus -study -has too -- many uncontrolled

variables for this causal relationshi15-tobe drawn with any real.certainty; still,

it does suggest a relationship between attitudes and achievement acquired in

time which other experimental methodological studies need to-investigate.

It it clear from many ofthestudies I have reported here that-attitudes

students,form toward writing'are not always considered 'in methodological

.r



comparisons. Indeed!inVestigations into the relationships_ between technique;i'l

of- composition teaching and learning_and attitudes which foster improvement in .

composition pose many questions of a pnycholinguistic nature which call for-much

needed research. What,-for example, is the long.-tett effect on student motivation

and performance of teacherliponsored versus. self- sponsored writing? Or-how does

having a genUine purPosefJPwriting influence the development-of writing ,abili-.

ties? And what is the impact of-feedback from:other than teacher-only audiences

on student dealtre to communicate and communicate well? Finally, a research pro-

posal made. by Rohman and_Wlecke_In their'study-seems mostapprOpriate here:

researchers should seek "to define the precise reiation.of the-journal=;=that-is,
;

the habit-of private articulation --to the improeient of a student's_attitude,

and performanceAs.a. writer" (1964,14 108).:r.,.,

N These kinds- of questions vier writing is-a:teaning-centered7language process

where motivation and attitudes enter into the writing prOcess in a's esSential a-

role as -do the writing "skills" most studieS fecusthoir attention on. The re---- _-
ciprocal nature Of-attitudes and performance is thusan need of -More research '

which recognizes -that the development of attitudes and- abilities in writimetakes

time and_that composition methods and approaches are:trUly4"effecti'Ve" only when

their Impact on- achievement and attitudes- is-apparent long after treatment.

2. What do different kinds of students prefej-to write-about
when relieved of the expectations and requirements of
teachers- and-others?

-Van:in -(1971) examined -the content of- unsolicited- compositions written biji_

fifth and sixth grade-students in thes,7tars 19634968! She found that the major

thetatic category students-,preferred -was abstract concepts such as love and hate.

Other categoties',obserNred (in rink. order) were nature, activities material

-goo4, and hknans. -Vardn also found the grOatest use of human refertents in the

-041dren's writing -was. that of persons generally, followed,by self, extra-familial,

world, familial, fanciful, and-no-persons at all. Jobe (1974) found that when

givrfreedom of choice in selecting topics; second, fourth, and sixth gtade

children chose fantasy, animals', and personality, in that:order. ,Jobe also

fond -thgtthi-tajor influence on choice of topic was internal (students' own

Adeas), followed by topics derived from personal experiences, and lastly books.

Bell (1971 -) examined 1,502 compositions designed'to encourage free expression

of the writing interests of'high-school students. He found that the interests

most frequently expressed by the students' (in rank order) were.: education; our_
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society, life, sporti:, home, our 'World, people,- experiences, and friendship..

Bell also-found that the-students were more interested-in writing about matters

thattheipetcelved-as affecting, their own lives and that they showed minimal
-Awice)

interest
in-A

writing about such -'topics as animals, music, hobbies, travel, and-
,

literature,

standistes(1970-Linftamal investigation. of high school.student writing

Treferences,was-reporteci in the April, 1970Arizona English Bulletin:

/ Interested in discovering what kinds of-composition assignments high

school,students'preferred, Patricia Standish (Alhambra HS, Phoenix)

asked 256 student* to complete a brief questionaire. The response to

item 1, "IT You-were-going to be assigned a compoSition, which instruc-

tions would you prefer to follow?" revealed a preference for an unstruc-

tured assignment(an assigneent_which,left the student free in choice Of

topic,, audience, approach, -stile, or length) by more than 40% of the

students. About 29%_preferred the loosely structured assignment,

while less than-13% favored highly structured assignients. Item 2

asked students, "If you were going to be assigted-a composition, which

, A

, \

type-Oftopic would you. prefer ?" and-students indicated preference-for

topics based on current problems:(50%), as opposed to topics based -on

-literature -(20%),;- experience -(12C or the -composition book (2%). Item,
3 asked students, "If you were going to teassigned-acomposition, _what

type of/atingIirould you prefer 'Students responded:to item -3 by

indicating.a preference for-expository writing (36;x) over narrative

-.(22%)- Or deeptrptiVeA15%)- writing. That. these 256-studenta-preferred

unstructured assignments is a little surprising. Many texts on writing

note that structured topics give-the yOung writer a sense-of:purpose

and direction- (p. 51).

In her Alatigtion of secOndarytachoolatuderits' choice:3,ff audience,`

and topics, Koch,(1976) found that when given fred.choice; girls chdse mostly

to-write-eitherito peer;i',About personal experiences, or to family about personal'

fetlingsT7-BOyerarstEgenerally7thd-SVtdTrisFitergia personal experiences, but

not to the degree the girls did,.and boys -also chose a more diversified audience,

one which included public, figures and known adults as, well as-pedre.

Future researchers might direct their attention toward the'writing_prefer-
f

endes of college students = oontent analyseS and questionaire/inquiry techniques

. 17
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may provide interestihg data for determining the nature of preferred writing

assignments. It may wea be, for example, that patt of the problem facing begin-
.

nine wtiterestems from the conflict between preferred writing topics and imposed

topics. Furtherhore, the wide spread of preference reported' in such studies as

Standish's suggests a need for iesearch,which investigates whether proiiding:a

variety'of topiand modes on -a writingbassignmeritiffects- the writing-perfor-
-

mance of students.
'0

3. What are. the -sources of fear and resentment of writing ?

o

I have'consideted this-question separately -from Questions One and Fourteen

because it ,pertains to'identifying sources of attitudes toward, writing generally,

wheteas those questions pertained more taldehtiFying attitudes formed_as_A re!..

sult-of specific techniques. Two recent; studies investigated Ismael apprehen-%

-4.0-as- a possible- source of -featiand.-%'sentint. In a case stub whiCh examined.

the development _of linguistic security- and wilt*, fluenci, Koch (1975) sought to

facilitate linguistic,-security infi,6llege-study itEtAhrOugh-smallItottrin*Action.
_

Pre and posttest comparisons- revealed that students involved with small group

teraction valued their:competende"With language more, increased their written

fluency, demonstrated greater cohesion in-their writing, and -hadgreater confi-

dence in their ability to speak and-write effectively, Brazil (1975) found

similar results when -he hypOthesised that the docttine of linguistic correctness

causes linguistic insecurity. Working atthe-community college- level, Brazil,

evaluated the overall effectiveness-of two Contrasting approaches to teaching-

freshman composition: I) a dialtet-acceptance, student-cent. -ch; and.cFed-aPPr-ea

2) a language-standatdilation; teacher-Centered approach..
N- )

dialect-accePtance approach: students made greater gains
-,

,..,

overall.writing effectiveness.

Results favored
_

in fluency and in

-A project by Daly and Miller (1975) came closer to identifying the sources

-of fear and resentment than-did either the Koch or BAzil studies.- Daly and

Miller reported on the initial development of an instrument for identifying'

atPrehensive student'lriters. The researchefadeveloped a twenty-six-item

-1-10ert,,type-scale which:wat designed as an attitudes survey and was tested for 45

validity andreliability.: Students answering the survey are instructed-to in.;

dicate degrees of agreement. or disagreement to such statements as the following

- -I avoid writing.

- -I ii aftaid of Writing essays whenr.I know-they will be evaluated.

18
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-- --My mind- seem* to go blank when I start to 'work \Onl-a.-composition._
expect, to,-do poorly in composition classes eVen before-I enter them.

--I have a terrKe time organizing my ideas 'in a composition course.

In their investigation Of-academic decisions. as a function of-
apprehension, -Daly and Shgmo -(1978)- hypothesized that cillege students, who. -are
highly apprehensive about writing ifill find desirable majors which they perceive
to be low 1.n writing requialements and that students- with low levels of apprehen-
siOn will find deeirable -majers-with high-writing requirements.- They also hype-
thesized-that--colleg -students' choice of major is affedted, by their aStehension
of writing requirements. The procedure followed was to gime four questionaires
toTterwidergraduateTs:tudents which-Sought:lo-meitsi--)-writing-apprehensiont
2): perceived Writing demande.,;in 28, academic majors; 3Idedirability of the 28
majorEitand-A.),--44tual_mo. jor.!_chcii-ces. The data Supported both hypotheses:' the .

.desirability' of certain_ Majors is- affected: by-the- level of apprehensiOd about
iiirements; and;.' actual :decisions on majors- 'reflect apprehensive stu-

-derita' tendency' to-.-choose -majors:which- they perceive _as having low, writire-g re
.

'quirements. Tfie authors concluded that "Highly apprehensive people- find- writing
unrewarding or-even punishing. Ai -a, consequence., they seek- to- avoid-situations----
-.where- it is required.. Low aptorehensives- are just the .OPpOsi-te"-

-,neering .fork of Daly and Miller andbaly and Shama to -a more precite
catA,on-of-f-ears-and-reseritmentse_Jaongittidinal 'and case- study- procedures- might-

Further research in student writing. apprehension might expand on the pio-

iv:wide information regarding the na+,ural. hiStory of feluctant Wirtere:-- n=. .

addition4 ,inquiries into previous school experiences with writing could provide:
-

much valuable insight. Related regearoh issues were suggested by Rohman and
-

;___:.Wlecke in :their study (19641 ; they encouraged researchers to

Seek to throW-inore light on the relationship Of a- person's self-image.
to --his behavior as writer. What might the- validity of a self-image:
be as a predictor of successful -behavior as writer?

_Seek to uncovek_ te_iihat_degree....ournational "reurosie-about-!!correct-
ness" has inhibited. -or encouraged- better ptrformance -among_ student
writers: -What -kinds of -attitudes, especi.:43 n -the. elementary grades,
4ould provoke better writing among young people? -(p. 107).

\
Finally, I would add- that in recent years, an ,enormons amount of research .in

19
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dialect variation= has become available whiChoan be of much, value in attempts

to discover the %ources of fear and resentment,of writing. Thus, research into

the relhtionnhip of dialect variation and apprehension in writing shows much

promise.

4. How 6:the-kinds of writing which adults compose vary with their
occupations and other factors?

,Very little has been done in :this-area,---One-study by VdhFibet-(1969)

sought to develop guidelines for the content -of 'a- college report-writing"course

by gathering data through the_analysis of-report-Writing textbooks and -by in-

terviewing report-writers and"report readers at:two coMpanies. The investigator

tound-that-theTpotential-report-writer-thOuld-be-able-to-d6-the.;tollowing:,__:0_

write"correctly, concisely,, clearly, and recisely; define and analyze report-

--Problems; 3) outline, organize-and write reports of various lengthd and degrees
.

4 -ef,compiekity and fertalityi..4) develop particular report sections such as' in-
,

trOduction6 andinnunariisi3),,present data_graphically_and_verballyt_anthldistin-

g4shbetween relevant and irkelevant:detailsi,and 6) follow instructions-per-6

taining to report make -up, physical' preSentationr-and'graphic construction.

-Further re-sear-oh into Other-areas of specialized writing,m4-be-veryuseful to
teachers and curriculum- designers of specialized'or _technical writing_prograhle.-

_4

5. What is the effect on writing of having the student compose
his paper- for different-kinds of, readers ? .

ti

-4

Most of the research relating to this question deals-with peer-audience as

one- of the elements in a'totai methodological approach (see, for-eiample, -Laguna,

1972and- Ford, 1973). . A study byAcClatchey and McClatOhey (1970); however,
.

seems to be in direct response to this in- that peer-audience was the

variable in the project. After conducting a pilotatudy,with twenty nine stue.

dents, the actual' study was begun with' fifty -nine freshman compesition_students

at a university. Students in four classes ".each wrote four themes. o of theN.

themes were handed in to the teacher to be graded and commented on.. The. third. -= -

theme was,dittoed and distributed in class groups, taken 'home and commented on

by peers, discussed in class, and then returned to the writers. The fourth

themer exchanged between pairs of students rather than in groups, was commented

on, discussed, and returted to the writers. Next, all of the themes were evalu-
ated by A group of Outside raters on the basis of interest, construction, and
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organization. A. letter grAde was assigned for each theme. The results indicated

that average and above-average students did better when writing for the teacher.

Below-average students, however, did better when writing for their peers, In

their conclusions, the investigators suggested. that below-average writers make

low grades' in writing partly because of tension over grades and because of in-

ability to -"psyche out" the teacher's wishes. "In any case," they write, "it

is apparent .from the results of this research that most below-ave±age students,

and some who Are average or above-average, would profit from writing, at least

Occasionally, themes that are directed towards their- fella( students" (p. 23) .

Modlatchey and McClatchey cal _for replication of their investigation into

the impadt of ,audience on student writing; and it would appear froi the paucity

of studies "done in:this area that there is still much need for such studies. In

.addition,..tesea.rehers might consider investigating what effect audiences other

than teachers :and peers might .have on student writing. For example, how is stu-

dent writing, affected when the_audience is the school or the 'community at lame

or professional individuals and groups? While it is not uncommon for 'students

at all levels -to engage -'in w-fitilig-foi-.audiences, of this sort, there has been
virtually no research to estimate the- effectiveness -of such practice.

_
.

'6.' At -which level0 of maturation does, _it seem appropriate to
introduce -the various Modes, of disCourse--nextation, poetry , .

drama, exposition, -argumentand. criticism? __

Problems- inhere in -a proper interpretation -of this question. -For example,

axe we to itake-Pappropriate" te-mean -a-valueAudgement, children at a

certain level need- to-be introduced to the eleients of 'dram, to Methods- of

expotition?" Or are we to interpret it in a developmental sense, as_ ifITTTAn

-children at a certain level learn techniques -of dri4Citm?" Appropriateness,

in either sense, has not been dealt, $4-th in the research. 'Another' problem lies

. with vl -phrase "tó,introduce." Does this mean formal introduction to the modes -

Af,dis4our ? If ,so, then the ieadeT.cen-look to the methOdological studies
.

which involve troducing one of the Modes of discourse that I summarized earlier

in this essay. Bu if "to_ introduce" means informal introduction, then the

- quesii4"iS even-more children'arid adbieddentd- Of 'ill ages' .

are exposed to and use In, eir language 'encounters all of the- modes of

discourse--they .narrate, dr iZe, argue; criticize, and so forth. The ques-

tiopi- then,. is too ambiguouS tor y preciSe grouping of research studies under

it. 'It calls for a kind of broad de lopmental research which has not been done.
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Researchers may be better Off pursuing the type of relateeissue posed by

Lundsteen 7,GXwhen she suggests that-we "look to what children can do'before'
ft-

'we talk abou, whatteaChers.should=do" (p. 17)..

7.--'4.1,hat is. the.relative effectiveness of writing shorter and:

longer papers at various levels-of maturity and proficiency?,
. tgY

A-
Researchers haTe not investigated the effectiveness of composition length

eitheratlevelsof maturity. or Xt leve s of proficiency; A related matter, how-

everWriting frequencY4aS:been looked. into. Hunting (067) reviewed five

studies which consider. Whether increased writing, ractice improves writing.

He concluded that mere frequency of.writingwithout accompanying- instruction

or motivation will not improvelmiting.' Hunting called for more research in

this area, particularly investigations into the relationships between improve-.

ment and functional writing-Assignments (i.e., writing-that is meaningful

challenging, as opposed to writing that is,merely practice).

-:.)-SherWin-(1969),had-a-.more7--comprehensfie summary of research into the benefits -.4

of Writing practice. From-his overview of this-research, teCOnciuded that "merely

increasing the'n4iber'of assignments will-not improve the quality Of writing"

.(p. 157).. The implication dra.Wn frottesearch,on writing freqUencY-seems tesug-
.

gest.-that inbreasing-the-lengthof_compotitions.wili-notimprove the_qualitY _

,

though at present we have no research ta_support or disprove this assertion.

8. At which levels of maturation does it seem appropriate to
introduce the various rhetorical elements of writing?

This.question poses the same problems as those I discussed under Question

Six. What does "appropriate" mean? Does "to introduce" mean formal introduc-

tion; or, in this case of rhetorical elements, does it Mean raping to conscious-

nessthat which people do naturally, such as coordination, Subordination, transi-

tion, etc.? As I said in my discussioniof Question Six, the question is too am-
,

-biguous for any precise grouping of research studies under it. However,,the

reader can look to some of the studies cited under other questions here which

deal with the introduction-of rhetorical elements to students, such as Troyka'

(1973) and Burhans (1968) under Question; One, and Ftchtenau (1968) and Gozeinba

(1975) under Question Eighteen.

9. What are the effects of various kinds and emounts of reading_
on the-quality and kinds of writing a person does?

22
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There"have been Many investiostiom into the relationdhips between reading

and writing. Lacampagne (1969)4 in his examination of approaches and pilitudes

toward writing, ,surveyed over 1,000 twelfth graders who had been ratedeither

',superior or average in writing performance. Among his findings were- some -cor-

relations- between extensive reading background and superior writing performanOe.

Similarly, Donelson (1967), in his investigation of 251 tenth graders, found

that effective writers were' more widely read and owned more books than ineffec-

tive writers. Maloney (1967) tried to identify "superior and poor ninth grade

writers of expositorrprose and the qualities that were characteristic of the

superior writers. `The- researcher' -found that superior writers came from hOmei-:

where parents bought books regularly and that the students read often and too/led

high on reading tests. Barbig:(1968), in a similar study with ninth and twelfth.

gradets, found that the poor writer watched more television and read fewer books

than did more suoCessful mTiIers. Nakamura (1970) investigated the relationship

, between-the amount of reading and the-quality of writing done by 30 tenth grade

boys. As might be expected, he found that lead more-wrote,--better,

Students considered good- .or"_fair ,,writers _owned_ more .books;" -rEad`a _gxeater :per

centage Of the books owned -, and were assigned -and completed more outside re&clifig__

'in school than did-the poorer 'writers. Inaddition, Nakamura found:a-close -re-

lationship-betweewavailability of magazines and- newspapers -in the.hote and the

students' ability to write well.- Schneidet's study.(1970) was -an attempt'to

Iodate 4ecific correlations between reading and writing skills.. She investigated

whether emphasis -on reading skills leads to imptoved writing'in a,College remedial

writing course. Both experimental, and control groups followed the same conven--

tionartlAtstoom-iethbd, except that the experiMent4-group-was-Aaught:develop-

mental reading in addition to the writing:activities. Results _were mixed, but

in favor of the students in the experimental groups they gained on three post-

-test measures of writing and reading abilities, though- -only two measUres,Were

statistically significant. Me-author-concluded-that emphasis On reading skills

can lead to imprbved writing.

In their Study involving 71 remedial English teachers-and -2,066-college

stUdenti, Bosione and ,troyka (1976) compared with other teaching approaches an

_experimental prograk correlating reading and writing instruction In order to

improve:expository writing. The results" indicated that 800 of the experimental

groups, but only 45% of the-- control groups improved,their writing-by the end of

the semester. In another investigation, the relationship between attitudes

toward reading and success in writing was studied by Steidle .(1977). Using 920

2



TherehaVe been many investigations-into:the relationships between reading

and writing. LacaiPagne(1969), in his examination of approadhes and attitudes

toward, writing, Surveyed over 14066:twelfth grader's who had been rated either

superior or average An writing performance. Among his ffndingaltere some °or-.

relations between-extenlive reading background and superior writing performance,

Similarly, DOnelson (1967), in his-inveatigation of 251 tenth graders, f45und'

that effective-Writerti-were more widely read-- and-owned more bOoks than ineffec-_

tive Wtiters. Maloney (1967)tried to identify superior and poor ninth grade

writers of expository prose and thequalitiesthatwete-Charadteiistic of the

.superior writers. The researcher fOUn&that'suPerior writers came from-homes

where parents bought books regularly and that the students read often. and scored

high on iiaing teats. Tattig (1968); in a similar study With ninth And twelfth-

graders, fOund that-thepoor-writer-watched,:more_teleXision and rearnwer books

tham-did-more successful writers.-. Nakamura '(1970).investigatedthe relationship-
.s,

Ietween the.amount:of reading and the quality of writing done by 30tenth,-grade-

bOys,._As might te-expected, he found- that the writers who.read more'wrottrbettet.

Students-Conildere4Tgobdor-fair-Writers-oWned4noreLbooks, read a gteater pen!.
-7-

-centage ofteloWnetl-,7and-were-assigned---and- completed more outside reading

in school than did the poorer writers. - In addition, Nakamura found a close-re

IatiOnship:between,.availability of-magazines and newspapers in thehome and the

students' ability to write well; Schneider's-study (1970)- wa'an attempt to

locate specific correlations tetween reading and, riting skil s.z She investigated'

whether emphasis on reading skills. leads to impicived writing- in a-college remedial -

writing course. Both experimental and control -groups- followed the same canveliT

tional classroom method, except that the-experimeptal,group: was taught develop--

mental reading in addition-to thtyriting eel:Witless Begone were mixed; but

in favor of the studentiin the experimental grOup: they-gained on post-

test measures of writing and reading abilities, though-_;only two measures mere

statistically significant. The author, concluded= that emphasis on reading skills

can.lead to improved writing.

In their- study involving :71 remedial `English. h achert_andg,066 college

students, Bossone-and Troyka (1976) compared' With tother teaching approaches an.

experimental-program correlating reading and writing instruction in. order to-

improve expository writing. The results indicated that 8076 of the experimental,

groups, but only 45% of the control groups improved their writing by the end of

the semester. In another investigation, .the relationship between attitudes

tCwardieading and success in Writing was studied, by Steidle (1977). Using 920
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students from grades -four, six, nine, and twelve, the researcher core ated.
..

scores on the -Diederich Composition-Rating Scale_ with -measures -of spepific .
-attitudes toward reading. Steidle found! that student attitudes toward reading

significantly predicted success in. writing. . t

Thomas' (1978) findings disagree with most of these reading/Wri4ng ,cor-
relation_.studies. He used 425 college freshmen to deterkine -the, relat
between reading and writing achievement. Measurettent was through t the

onship

subtests
for comprehension "and vocabulary on 'the SAT, through a reading questionaire, and
through one 500-word- writing sample rated for overall quality and den ence matur-'
ity.4 Thomas found little relationship between a student's ability to read-and
his: ability- to write. Nonetheless, i.1 would appear from' most, Of this type of
research that a close connection between reading and writing deS exist. None
of the studies cited here, however, attempts -to articulate the causes of this
relatiohshiP. All we can be sure- -of -at this point is that extensive 'Teading_
contributes: to success in writing. Why this is so is -a rich area fortfurther
research.

\-

,

10. What are the direct. and indirect --effects,-of particula sensory
,eaperieftes And-guided ob6rVation upon -writing?

Ewing (1967)_ investigated the effect of various stimuli on the wilting' pre-
duced by third graders: Four sensory- stimuli were: used: 1) auditb2.:4 (listening y

to a musical .selection); 2) visual-(Viewing. a film _without worde)_; .3) motor
-(drawing a, picture); .and 4) minimalstimulus tbeing asked 'to. writes& story).
'f'he --Stildents wrote `a. composition after:each of the four stimuli. Fie judges
ranked 'the 'Compositions- according to overall ',quality. The compositi` ns judged
.:highest in- quality were those written with 'minimal:'stimUlus, followe by those
.,Written- under.- a.Uditory, visual,, and motor stimuli. King. (1973) SOught to de-
Aerinine whether increasing the number of 'typed of sensory stimulatick prior to

ro

,,.

a- writing. experience would help- .fourth, sixth, and eighth grade' students'.
write more creatively and to write longer stories. The four stimuli were:
i) aura:1i. 2)- _mini and vimsual; 3) aural, visual, and ....taCtile; and 4) aural,

-'tactile, Olfactory,, and. gUstatory. The results were inconclusive:
Four related-studies :ft:cussed on sensory stimuli. Golub and Frederick

,(1970)' compared the differences in, the writing of ;160 fourth and sixth- graders
when, they --were exposed to two variables: _1)- contiasting. visual_ (black
and white versuS colored pictures; and, -abstract versus concrete :pictures)r and'4

2) varying instructions on how' towrite .(Specific versus general). The
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researchers fount ,that black and white- pictures seem to be slightly superior
-----

to colored pictures vfor-getierating more-complex and more diverse linguistic

structured:'.- -They also found that,abbtract pictures were more difficult to

write-about than concrete pictures, which produced more modifying clauses.

However, there, was,-no statistical significance for either oftiheS6-fin

and the_liariation 11.n instructions had no effect on the students' writ ng, Donlan_

-(1976) worked with eleventh and twelfth graders to determine- the effect I fob"'

,iwpdA,of-music on the students' spontaneous writing. He-found that- unfamiliar- -

vocal music interfered more with the quality and quantity of student writin

than... familiar vocal music. -Kafta .('1971) investigated the effectiveneis of

'three sensory stimuli in-helping intermediate students express themselves in

writing narrative compositions. He -found that students `-exposed' to the three.

stimuli -- visual,, aural, and tactile-- before writing, did-notdemonstrate better

quality in' their writing than a.cOntrol groupWhich wrote without being exposed

to the.stiMuli.:.In-facl. the-control group wrote better-compositions. -Finally,

Wilson (-1976)- iSked whether sensory-stimuli or picture :of sensory diimUli nave

greater impact- on high school student perception as-eVidented.bY degrees:of

descriptive-hest; and interest generated` in their writing {.fie found that direOt

sensory stimuli-4o notgenerate greater- descriptiveness of interest.

Wilson's Study, like the othrscitectllere, point-to the general incondiu-
.

diveness among...studies done on-sensorY-stiMUli. Too-much depends on-other vari-

ables, Subh as topic, environMent e of discourse, and, most impOrtaritlY,
c.

individual- student-sensitivity to Unpin. Nafka's_suggestionthat'perhaps,

children write more effectively from internal stimuli than from external

stimull suppcirtS the notion that sensitivity to stimuli of whatever sort id

favtop incliyidualistic =for resehrchers to come to any firm agreement about the

relative effectiveness-_a one stimulus -over another.

it. At what- "stages of maturity dd students Spontaneously, seek'
specific help in improving particular aspects of writing,
suchas specificity.of details; transitions, parallel
structure-, and metaphor?

.

r
ThiS question presupposes that there is a stage or stages of maturity at

which students- develop such highly motivated self- direction- that they spontane-
,

ousIy grapple with theseproblem-soivingaspects of writing,, when in_fact, stu-

dents at -al},- levels can acquire such self-diteotiOn. The essential.question;
%,-then; had less to do with identifying some level of maturity

4and.
more to-do with.

AO'
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why and-tow a.euilf-generated search fc help develops. The researchitudies I

cited under Question One- -those dealing with attitudes--are the closest we have

come-to answering this question through._ research. Hence, there is still need Or

research in response-to this question,'.though-I believe it would be more accurate.
. ,

to rephrase it -as.foIlowsi "Under what circumstances, enviionmento, approaches,

motiVatienal stimuli, etc.i do'students at different' evels-ofmaturity develop

a selirdirected problem-solving orientation toward writing?!.!

.

_ 12. At which levels-of-maturity can, articular aspects of
writing. moptefficiently be learned?

This question is similar to Questions.gx and-Eight in that the many ways of

'interpreting "aspects" prevent any specific grouping of research studieS'here.

-Perhaps the teit.insWer researCh-could%provide in respOse to this question would

be_that some students, at variouslevelt of maturation-and-under various learning

tofrii4lons,:tan learn home aspects of writing. That is to say, the question pewits

- -a broad developmental issue that s fax- :has teen.apProached only in studies of iso6.

lated aspects -of writing; and the tesultsoftheseSiudies,db.net lend themselves

to the sweeping conclusions this question seeks. Nonetheless, valuable insight

could derive from research which examines developmental aspects. of children's and

adolescents' writing. As Lundsteen (1976) points out,- there has been some theoret-

ical-Work concerning "characteristics of children's composition according, -to in-

Creaset in age. Fa+, eicample, there appear to be progressions in plot construction,

characterization, choice of revealing,detail,..dequencing,_ support of main ideas,

aklitito make choices'informing and arranging sentences, coordination, suberdina-

laon, and use -of transitiond (Burrows, 1960; Hunt, 1.905)., The coMpositional thought
A of-Oil:6'8n moves frot-memoryof direct, `sensory experience to pictUred: images of

ceriCrete objects held- in inner-speech thought (Vygotsky,,1962). The child's written

'thought moves from a-few words to':Whole indidents_ind finally id-the complex order-,

ing-of-experiende through various forms. of literature, such as the.folktale, fable,

-:myth, and rantast(Nebraska airriculum Delielopnent Center, 1966)"-(Lundateen, p. 24).
:Experimentaisuppertot hhotheses- tuch -as these may.provide some answers to
.when,students-can-learn-what.

t3. Does the oral reading of rough drafts help -the elementary
childstrengthen "sentence sense"? -Hem-does itT

T

i

..Mills (1970) - compared the effeCts of oral proofreadingand Silent proof-

:reading-of rough drafts of compositions by 20 sikth_grader. Stiidents Wrote
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pairs of nitrativestone was read orally for correcting errors in capitalization

and-terMinal punctuaiion, sand the other was read silently for the same correotitns.

-Mills founda significant differende.incorrecting capitalization trrors which

favored thi-oraproofteading method, but found no significant difference ,between

the two-methods in the correcting of terminal.punctuatiOn, The researcher con.

eluded that children of this' age can benefit from both types of proofreading.

Likewise,char-(1976)- inveetigated the effectiVeness of having students read

their papetsaloud to the teacher in a conftirence. One hundred twenty - three

high school students divided into experimental and control groups-for twelve

weeks-If011owed;the-same procedure in the Communication -Skills -course, -except

that the experimental grouis followed the oral -proofreading technique. Post-

tests showed no.eignifidant differences between the two groups on either the

English2600 tests, the-SRA spelling tests, or;on the,writingsample, grading of

mechanics.

1-5. What prodedures of teaching and learning compositiomaxe
most-effective-for pUpild of lew'socioisconomic -patterns?

-There.haebeen little research in composition specifically directed toward

students of low socioeconomic patterns. An exception is Fry (1971),,who investio

gated_ the effeots of-two-variables-upon the writing of 160 ninth grade-students

oflow socioeconomic backgrounds. -' The two-Variables-werei traditionalversue,

transformational grammar; and 2) direct versus indirect methods of teaching.

(the direct-method- -was Concerned-with the correction of specific errors while

the=indirect method was concerned with.genetalizing the grammatical elements

withont-emphasiiing specific errors).. Fry found that neither the. -pr`

of,well.formed sentences-nor the average structural complexity -of sentences-vas

affected by either grammatical approach, or ty either method-of teaching. Un-

like Fry, however, most researchers are more concerned with-their subjects'

achieveient level than with their socieeconomiclevel._ That; being the,catte,

Usefnlresearch%ould be done,firet, on what causal relationships, if,any4'exist

between socioeconomic background -'and achievement;, and, second-On strategies for

the-teaching anti learning of composition-whieh-Are informed by such research in

causal relationships.

16. What Procedures of teachingend learning composition are
most effeCtive for pupils learning to write.Ehglish as a,

secona language?
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-Much of the research .in ESL in. recent years lha,t3 been,, concerned with prac-
tises used on .comparative learning theories, such as those described by :John
Carroll as the' audiolingual habit theory and the cognitive code-learning theory.
-(Carroll, 197,1). However, very little, of this research consists of empiriCal
studies. Morrisroe and Morrisroe -(1972)-, in twit survey of 239 articled pub
lished between.1961-and 1968 which deal with ESL .generally, found. only _seven-
teen that could- be described as empirical research. "ManYarticIes". they note,
"dealt with problems: in second language teaching, latt few -dealt with proven ways3,
to solve them" (p. 50). The -Situation is evert worse for research in ESL directly
concerned with the teaching and_ learning of composition.: For example, Dykstra
and.-Paulston (1967)_ reported on_a_Programmed -method---of-iiproving composition-'
skills of foreign students whioh involved structured language manipulations of
modei'passages. An experiment is included in the report, but it is net described
in- any detail, and no Statistical resultS-accempany .

,
Much, research could_ thus be done in the area of composition for-studentsi io

learning English as a second language. 'Studies -such as the one by Friend -(1-970)
;could-be rePlicatet. -Friend examinedi relevant theories -and research in linguis-_,
tics; psychology, and- composition theory as they relate to the construction `of

.

-writing programs for 'Students of English as a second language' at the intermediate
.

and. advanced' levels. She then presented..a Writing program "based on such informa-
tion.. While Friend' els- not an: empirical study,, it is a sound example of the -kind

investigation; that could _replicated on an empirical basis. Readers iuterest-
,ed in this ,area, of .research in ,ESL should consult _Friend's bibliography as well
as' the bibliographies- appearing in Carroll (1966); croft (1970), the 143.Index.

.tm-,:EHiCAocuments_in Linguistics'--and the Uncommonly- Taught -Languages _and ,Selected

Bibliographies of Related -Title's: (10_69),A TgSCi,_BibliograPhy, (1971), and studies
A

*-
indexed in Zan;1age. and Language Behavior_Abstracts.,

,.

17. Can study of the newer types -of linguistics help_writers?
.

Reitearch into the relationship of modern. linguistics and -writing has taken
-two-directions. On the -one hand,' some studies examine whether instruction in
linguistics

- ,

Improves- writing. ,Stich studies, thbroughly summaeited in SherWin
(1969), Blount (1973)-, and Haynes (1978), do -not, as-Sherwin concludes, "en.*

.courage -the belief that a linguistic approach or linguistic knowledge is more

effective. than, a.Igrallunatical aPproach- -or- graMinatical knowledge" (p. 156).
Sherwin'dstateMiirt echoes that made -six years earlier in the Braddock Report
,On research- in- the teaching of traditional grammar: "the teaching of formal

29,*
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_grammar has a-negligible 'or,- because it usually displaces some instruction and

practieein'actual cOMPosition, even a harmful effect On the improvement of

writing" (1963, pp. 37-38).. The need for,any further research in this area is

unlikely.

However, a second direction has emerged -in_inVestigations into the relation-
,

ship of. modern linguistics and writing improvement, namely,- studies in sentence

combining. -Miller and Ney (1968) Worked-with-fourth graders for an _entire year,

r .using oral and Writtemdrills in sentence combining, along with choral readings.

fostteat_results_favored the experimental oral /written group. These students

wrote more- words- per- Writing assignment,, -used the-sentence structure practiced

-iirthe-treatment-mered-Uted-64reater-proportion of complexisenteneed-than-

Aithelcontrol-group. : Mellon -(109) found that- the syntactic fluency -of ninth.
-graders can beenhaneel,through the' study- of transformatiohal-generatiVe grammar

L _ -

along with the exercises-in sentencecombining, though it was-not clearmhich

affected student writing!-,the grammar - instruction -or the sentence _coMbinineeX-
,

ercisee, O'Hare (1971) replicated the Mellon-study but did not-include any in-

Struction intransformational-generatiVergrammar. His work-lith300 seventh

graders -for an entire school year focussed on intensive practice:in sentence-

combiaint. At the end of the treatment he found thatthe students in -the experir

mental_greups-were writing sentences more syntactidally mature-than.the-sentences

,produced-'by studentsin the control group and that the overall quality of the.

experimental groups' compositions was also superior to the-control-groups com-

positions.

Other studies which replicate the sentence combining experi:ments,JHunt and

()thermal, 1970;-Oberehain, 1971; Fisher, 1973v0fsa, 1974; Bivens and Edwards,
' T

19111_ Combs, 175; Levine, 1976;.Klassen,' 1976; Cembs, 1977rind-Tedersen, 1977)\
-1

come to-similar conclUaions--that sentence OoMbining_Practice improves the syn,

_.z.-tactic- maturity of -students in the experiments. Some researchers do not agree

with these-OonclUsions (Green, 1972; and'Ney, 1976), While-still others take'the

bulk of these findings With considerable skeptitism(Martano, 1976t and San Jose,,

1978). Nonetheless, enough evidence-has teengathered from enough research to

len& muchrsuppert to the effectiveness of sentence combining activities. Stotsky

(1975), for example,, in her coilprehehsive overview of experiments in sentence

-combining, conclUdes that these activities will promote syntactic maturity and

will:improve the overall quality of student writing.
,

8. Can formal study-of rhetorical theory or of logic help writers?

o.!
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Fichtenau (1968) examined the growth in written coitposition of academically
above-average 'children in grades threel through six whd were taught the concepts
of invention, arrangement, and style. The researcher foUnd that the only ,signi.fi-
cant difference in-writing skilla_at posttest occurred -.at the third grade level.
He concluded that there its little:ela..-Onship between teaching these selected
rhetorical concepts and the improVement of written composition at these grade
levels. Gozemba (1975) asked whether rhetoribal training through visual media
(alide-tape programs, filMs, and ph6tographs) would bo- more effective than
rhetorical training through,,verbal means alone in improving four writing- skills
of college freshmen: 10abi-lity to clearly state.a-thesis;-.2)-ability to- -care=
fully state an argument; 3) ability to deliberately subdtantiate the argument
With examples;- and ability to skillfully. express ideaswith varied sentence
structure. The researcher fOund that training through visual media wad extremely

,effective: the gains of the experimental group in all. four writing skills were
nearly double -thoSe of the controlgroup.

Some researchers- have- focussed -strictly on invention. Rohman and lileCke
'(1964) as I -reported under- Questions -Gila and -Fourteen, foturd that college
SOphomores treatment -group Which -Orirphasited concept -formation- in the pre-
Writing stage -Wrote'dignifiOantlY. better themes than did- students,in,the control
group which did` -not focUs, en prewiAting concept formation ;activities. Young
and Keon (1973) ,investigateewhether instruction in the taeMemic discovery po-
cedure improves student' ability cto inquire into problems and-communicate the
results well in Writing." The researchers -used twelve university seniors -who
-were tested, on rhetorical skills. The results- showed that '-the students im-,
proved= in their ability I.O.anaiyze- problems and in the quality of their writing;
-that is; -they wrote with' greater understanding ane persuasiveness. -Odell (197k)
used freshman composition students for orle semester in an- experiment which alici
emphasized ta.gmemio- discOvery, procedures. No control group was 'used; xather,_
the,- researcher predicted- the Changes -that would appear in studentd 'writing from
Pretest -to _postterdt and determined- how likely itn-Ras- thot'these _Changes could be.
attributed to chance. BeCausti,of the mature of this research design, the results
must be taken_ as tentativef posttest _analysis of essays- revealed that students
were 'in *fact -using_ at least some of, the operations that they were- taught in' the
course. I should- also note- that Hoyer (1974) has compiled a Vseful, b5bliography
on the inVentism prodess in composition.and on the act of creativity. She imer,
isente four sections-, oh the following: 1) general works -on. invention; 2) taxonom-
ic- heuristics; j) discovery throUgh persona; and 4)' multi-observational appreadhea.
Eac section is- divided into subsections_ on thexy,_ piactice_, %arid research.

31
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Three studies considered the effectiveness of generative rhetoric in ii-,t

proving writing. 'Hardaway (1969) investigated whether generative rhetoric is

'more effective than traditional- hetoric in imprevitg the Writing skills of

college freshmen. The experimental group received instruction in generative

rhetoric ofthe sentence and paragraph, read from,modele, 'and did exercises.

The control grOilp analyted sentences and paragraphs by focussing on loose, balanced,

and periOdic styles; types-of sentences-(simple, compound; etc.); and topic Sen.=

tence, unity,.coherenee, and emphasis in the paragraph.. Hardaway found to,signi-

ficant differences between the two groups, though mean scores for the experimen,

____tal_group_riere higherLin_the_areas_cf_focus and Struoturef-contept,!

.sentence construction,,, fluency, and general-impression. Miller (1972), in-his

experiment inVolving college students, investigated what effects the,Christensen
-,,,-

Rhetoric Program has upon student attitudes toward composition and upon the

use Of free modifiers-in their writing after a lapse of time from instruction.

He /*Owe that the program did not affect attitudes toward- composition, buts-did

find the program superior to- traditional Methdds in helping students to expand

ideas in sentences and paragraphs and' to continue to-do-to_after leaving-instruc-

tion. Similarly,-,Hazen (1972)- compared the effectiveness of the Christensen

Rhetoric Program with _a traditional'write-lvVise appkOach-at the community college

leVel. -Ten writing skills were the criteria for improvement: organization, ideas,

devAopment, usage, punctuation, tone, style, reasoning,,sentence structure, and

sValing.. Hazen ItUnd positive results and concluded that the Christensen Rhetoric

ErsTal-will promote writing skills at this level superior. to the 'skills of stu- ,

'Gents taught by the write-revise,approach.-

In a related:study, Sanders 7(1973)', working with junior college freshman

campodition students, compared'JameS-Kinneavy'-s"aims" approach (which stresses

,--\ -exkpaive, literary, persuasive,_ exploratory, scientific, and inforMative aims

that govern the choices-writers make in -the process of-writing) with a tradition,

al "modesutapproach (Wnieh'stressestechniquesreleVant to the vario4SItodes of

expoSition). Though both groups 'improved their writing,-Sanders found- no-signi-

ficant difference between them resulting,fromeither approach.,

',Finally, Klein and Grover -(1970) investigated whether instruction in symbolic

logic would effect improvement in Composition and logical sentence analysis for

students in grades nine through twelve. The researchers found that instruction

in logic-has a significant effect on sentence logic analysis but' does-not con,

tribute-to improvement in students' esSay,writing skills.

eA valuable- suggestion for further research in this area was proposed by
(1944)

Braddock
A-
when te stated that would be interesting for someone to do a criticritical

synthesis, 'What:Researotin -Reading _Suggeststo.Writers,' which -may get at the
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effett of rhetorical considerations on varioud types of readers, not merely' on
composition teachers pr raters--the usual yardstick for this kind of research"

19. How is writing, affected by extensive study and, imitation or
parody of models?

TinkhaM--(1968)--emphasized the-characteristics of "good_writing"_in an ex7-

periment involving .180 fifth grade students from urban and suburban area's- for a
fourteen -week -period-. Students in the experimentaLgr_cilap_followed_procedures_
based on stressing the characteristics of "good. writing" found in selections from

-:children's literature, along with actual writing and revision. The control group

.71

so wrote and revised.,(but did' not receive emphasis on the.model characteristics.
inkham's results indicated a significant difference in favor of the ,experimental

group on the STEP writing test. 'On the STEP essay test, however, Pinkham found
no significant differences between "the groups, though there was a positive gain
for students -front the-urban area.- Calhoun (1971, investigated the effect of
-analysis of essay-s-On reading and writing abilities of college composition stu-.!
dents. Sixty-font studentsin the experimental groups inelyted essays through
Series Of ten. lessons .gearedtoward-articUlating the rhetorical techniqued used
in the readings. Fifty-eight students in the Control groups had. no uch sydtema-
tic instruction analyedis; ,hough all other elements of instruction were the

'same for both groups. The researcher found that systematic analysis of rhetori-i
cal techniques contributes to an increased awareness of those techniques when they
are encountered in reading.: But no evidence was found- to indicate any transfer
of this awareness to writing; -that is, there were no significant-- gains for either
group--onthe CompoSitiOns rated as posttests.

An interesting dttidy related. to essay analysis was conducted by Stewart
(1966). From =a group Of 77 anthologies used in freshman Composition courses
across the. country, he analyzed the underlying rationales of the anthologies
'and the rationales .of directors -of freshman cOnposition'pregrams who use these
readers. He then Catalogued the, ritiOnales and compiled the following list of
those imist"frequenqy underlying the texts and their uses:

,
--texts offer -advice for the 'beginning writer;
6-texts offer the study of language as the proper contenti

of a'ootposition course; '

--texts stimulate interest in topicifor writing;
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- -texts -offer -prose- models;

texts offer oritic.al reading land thinking which lead
to better writing.

Of the_ five ,rationales,_ the last tiro were -the most popular. wStewart chalienged-
the imitation wof inodeli rationale by citing the difference between analySis -(wthe
picking -apart of a, reading. selection) and 'synthesis (the-putting-together act of
Writing) and then :asked what goes. on in the student's head -that.,,allows-hiait to
Make the traneference from analysis to synthesis. He saw, finally, three
-trons-tW-textis- serve: 1). they 'add 'to as liberal eduoationi: 2) they expoSe
students to igoOd_writ1416; and 3) they are a. useful "AntrodUCtion to methOds of"-;
literary criticism.'

Since. the _use of -models in the teaching Of Writing; is such,:a -widespread
practice, it is -isUrprising thet.itore .be.sic'-research hat not been dtthe in this
area. ,'Stewart'S %challenge to the imitation of model:3 rationale raises fundamena
tel ideues Which, researthers ought to look into; what is the process whereby
the -analysis of ,reading selections ',in/int:tides the production --Of writing?1 and 2)-

/ to. what extent is the imitation -theory compatible with `research_ into language
ti iprocessing? _

i w .

20. -What -forms= of-discourse have the .greatest- effect on other
typ_es of irriting? For example, 'does- writing =poetry 'help '
a writer of 'report-s?

A',

Only. one study examined the transfer potential between forms a diacsurse.
Shapiro end. Shapiro (1971) investigated .the ;suggestion that student htProvemint, - ,
'in writing poetry'sieuld result in improvement'in writing prose and in iMprove-
sent in stUdentattitude_toward. literature generally. The redearcherd used 82
fourth graclers in metropolitan. schbols -for six,, weeks. Procedures followed in
the eXperitental group. consisted 'of activities related to the study of poetry
threugh.studying poems,' listening to-poems, and writing poems. Students-in the
-control -group need the Roberts Sewries along with the same number of writing
,--Opprttinitied as the students in, the 'experimentalgroup. -EValnation-of pbeti-
treatment writing:sap:plea Was-based on a_ iating -scale which 'assessed.:
-of thotightt crgariisatiori and fluency ; - 3) opening and closing -sentences; 4)
.originality and immix:84ml; and 5) 'emotional appeal. Resulta favored the ex-
--perintentaltroup on poetry writing, prose writing, -and attitudes toward. litera-
ture. Among their conclusions, the researchers -felt that the results 'favored
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-the eiperidental Students- because of the Ireodont and scope poetry proVidc for

linguistic expiesdion and beciude of the; rovision of an _alternative mode for

deli- expression through la4uage.
The Shapitoe, -conclusion. edhoes one of the implications BUrhans (1960)

dieW frOm his experiment on the college.level: ,"Interestingly enough, students'

who do',.well even-in the conventional composition program have quite often had-'

high school_:coUrites in - =-creative' writing. Our study indicated that they do well

not becatise training and experiences in writing fiction and poetry help them

specifically with the problems of expositia-biit
courses therh-a.ve---become7personxIly-and-bubjectively-involved in_.ancl committed

to the processes of writing itself, andthis involveinent c*rries over into

-other kind of Writing they do" (p. 37). Burhands' statement suggests at least'

two possibilities fOr fir her research in this regard:- 1) how does personal in-

1--folVeinent affect' the written product?:; and 2)1-what elements of the process of,

writing in _one form Of" discourde transfer to writing in another form?

21.. -What is involved- in---the act of writing?

2. -How doeS a persOf._go abOtti:starting.a_ paper? -What
q*stions-"Mutt h, answer for tiiinseirt

A number of re-searchers hay's attempted to -characterize -elementS in the

composing process._ --Emig ,(1971)&,used- S.Case study .methoitto examine the composing

processes of 8 twelfth graders. t:'Sitildintii Art d:rpl'ovided:"_auto-'--

biographies of their Writing' experiences. Frot--her observationd and ,-from the

data collected from the writers, Emig Constructed an'- outline of the compoein4

process along with a :narrative_ account- of the steps in that prOcess,_ 'She. found

that the students engaged in two modes of compoding., -Oirst, the reflexive, 'char-

acterited- by 3)-,focud on the writer's thoughts -and feelings; 2) ,sense of -a- self-

directed- audience; 3)- affective eXploration; -and 4)- a personal aPprOach. -Second,

-the. extensive, marked by 1_) -focus on an -othen-clirected..communicable message; 2):

cognitive exgoration; .and 3) -an- iMpersonal, reportorial approach. Emig -found,

that the composing 'process tor theSe two modes is further -cha,racterized- by

processes of 'different lengths with different clustering of' components.

For the twelfth graders in this sample extensive writing occurs chiefly

as a school - sponsored activity.' Reflexive writing is a longer process

with more elements and components than writing In the. extensive mode.

Reflexive writing has a far longer prewriting period; starting,
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stopping, and contemplating the product are more'diticernible moments;

and reformulation occurs more frequently, Reflexive writing occuis-

oftee-As poetry;the-endadeMentwithi40:field of dittourse is at once

committed and-exploratory. :The-self it the chief audienceor,_occa-

latmalli, a trusted peer.

-txtensive writing occurs chiefly as -prose ;-the attitude toward the'

field of discourse is often detithed and reportorial: Adult others,-

notably teachert,.are..the-chieraddience for extensive' writing (p. SI).-
.

1Witeitaicheittenddotoclstudies:based on Eini&s model ofthe-writing_

process. and oryher modes of "composing. ;Metzger (-1976)" observed the-'composing

processes: "of three students .-i.tieyenth.-grwler, a tenth &Wier, andt. college

'student --in eight _stages Of the-coMpoeing prodeBS:f prewriting, planning; start-

frig, following_ a_prodramtriptyle, tefeimulatingstoppingi contemplating, and

composing sileritly.:iShe found that these_e-studenteAo no = planning, *start easily,

-Ove-mere-attention to technical -matters thantolcontent,_show syntactic

:maturity, omit t-Wohis and phrases, and do 'not-revise. -Metzget-tencluded that

students4erceive=teacheis to be Primarily edittordand:proarewiers and find

little enjoyment in writing.- In anothertit-seistUdyBrozick (1976)= investigated-

thetomposing .behaviors and the-Cognitive-strategies-Cfocut,-ccuLtast,clatsiti!

dation, sequente, change, and Phisical context- used by 4 twelfth grade students

of distinct pertonility types: 0,sensind.4eeling; 2) -sensing-thinkiner3Y121='-''
.tative-feeling; and4) intuitive- thinking. As part of their regular English

class, each studentwrotefour themes - -two "reflexiVe"-and-two-"extensive.",

After each Writing:the- stud ti were interviewed-at to.-composing process,

. and cognitiyettratedies. Amo his results, Brozick found- that i) the,con-

posing behaviors,for:refleXive an ,extensiveWilting-diffet-consideratay; 2)

the students' personality type, purpbt.ie and' sense of audience`govern-the_choicet

of cognitive strategies; 3) extensive writing restrictt:Planning behaviors and

use- of-cognitive strategies;end=4):refie ve writing proVides_the most Opti-

AUnity to explore needs-and interests.'

in his ,profile of the composing prodess o a twelfth grader, Michel -(1=970

aldo'collectel-data through interviews with the-s udent about his Wiiting'and

:about the composing procets. The writing wasessen lly -narratiVe.and was=

: done in forty -five minute sentient; though no-specifit time limit was set.

-Mischei fOUncithst the student started -by thinking'out w t he -wanted to say

before-Spying it.- Then-he juit began writing and PrOceed in a lineat manner.

Thereyas-very 'little preWiiting-adtivity, nor was there any lannind
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All was mental. _During:the physical act of composing, the observer noticed

little more-than the stUdent verbalizing his thought, then writing it down,

while occasionally hesitating over a word:or phrase. The student paid little

attention to correcting mechanical errors; his focus was on meaning and plain

expression, though he.did do some rereading and revising later..

Graves (1975)° exat(ined theyriting processes of seven year-old children.

He'toccused a ease study method based on analysis of children's Writing, inter-

views with the children on their views of their own writing, as well as inter!-

views-with-other-children-on-their-concepts-or-a-122Lwriter; Graves ' findings

in regaid-tO-Iearning environments present significant iMplidations for classroom

practicer .

'`1) Informal environments givegreater choice to children. When

children are given choice as-to whether they write or not as

to what to write gig, they write more and in greater length

than when speelfic writing assignments are given.

2) Results of writing done:in the informia environments-demonstrate

that-children-do not needmotivatiOn,or supervision in order,to

Write..

3)- The. forMai environments seem to be more favorable-to girls in,

they_write0orGind to greater length, than -do boys whether

the-writing is a'Ssigried,or unassigfied.

4) TheormalenvironMents seem to- .favor bbys in that they write-

. morethan'girls in assigned -or unassigned-work.

'5) In- either environment, formal or inforMalc unassigned. writing'

is longer than assigned writing.

19:An-environment that requires large amounts of assigned writing

inhibits the "range, content, And amount of writing ddhe by

children:

7) They writing developmental level of the child is the best

for of writing process behaviors _and therefore transcends the it-
.

portance_of environment, materials and methodologies in infIaence-
_

on hildren's writing (p. 235).

O

Saykins -(19711 investigated the procedures 60 fifth graders used when

writing narrative themes-. The students were Interviewed after writing,two
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cOmpositions. Among her result!, Sawkins found that better writers are more

concerned with the content of their-twriting (ideas, organization) than poorer

writers, who are more; concerned with 'the mechanics of writing (spelling, punctua-:

t n capitalization).

In related research into the -Foinposingi_proceae, Ney (1975) developed a) model

the sentence cohibining operation in !9,dtfort to explain its effectiveneds.

Basically,. 'Rey sees the mental operatiOnd of the sentence combining' activity as
one df raising to a self-conscious lave)_ of control "linguistic resources which

_ark.itinate to the -_studenta" :(p. 168). Once these- resoUrces are on a conscious

level, the student can USetheit lnhis Written performa.nce..

Gooper-and Kell -.(1976) investigated whether Profeasional.writers

attend to the sound of their writing during- the composing process. Eight Sub4

Sects Were "used'in this study--two university teachers and scholars', two colum-

two ,news writers, and ,two technical, Writer's. 're 'researchers found that

the sound óf these subjects' Writing doeavnot play a very significant role in
.

their composing_ processes. Their main- conoerns (in- rank order): were 1) eh-

abl1n their readers tO'understand with -eatise; z). clear expression of theiridea.a;

3) _appropriate style; ana -4) the- sound-effect they imagined their _writing

would have op- their -audien4e. CoriVentional maltersi Of correctness mattered little.

Examination of the -compbsing processes of writers at 'all levels id a rich-

area for further research.-4. Graves :(1975)- remarked_ that "'future research in-

-writing. should continue -to. explore the: feasibility of the :case stur.lv ,sthod."

Ile-noted, in- addition, that "Further Studies_are needed- to investigate the

.developmentalshistories of different types- of children in relation to writing

and the writing prociae" (p. 241)-. Researchers might alsO. tide -a model -Of the

1
-writing preceda sucii_eas Emig's ,(1971), -which locates -specific -components in- the

process, in order to measure how 'variations in those- components_-(e.g. , assigned

versus -unaseigned topicS) affect- the -written product.

1.211_ --ilovi-dcies a Writer _generate sentences?

Theivast. amount. of-work done by linguists over the past two decides pre-'

eludes- attempt on my part identifY the multitude of -Studies relatinp; to

this questidnThe.-:interested reader need only consult the 'hods', of research by
;

transformational-generative linguists. on the concepts of competence and perfor=

mince, sUrface, and deep structure, and child lankuage-acqUidition, to find a

wealth of theoretical and empirical responses to this question.

3.8
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-24. Of what- does skill in-Writing really consist?-
:,

0 a

lb!: studies of the composingiprogess which I presented above are_attempts to

-Mike:''the kind. of disCoverlea.netided. to provide some answers 'to this question. In

.-_ addition to_theSe-,-stidies are two by researchers who have attempted to identify

Specific "skills" eMPloyed by successful writers in the act of compoSing.

Stallard (1972) examined the writing behavior of good student writers frOm a

high school "senior claSs. His data 'were based on observations made on students

Writing an'expositortessayunder laboratory conditions. He found that good.

Nritert *rite take time to read degiii4lita Of their work it" intervals'during
;

the writing process, -arid read- the final paper and revise -it. They -do not. Consid-,

er-identifying a particUlar audience for their Writing, nor do they demonstrate

concern for planning the -structure of paragrr,phs_ or.,:the structure of the entire,

estaSt. -We must keep in mind, that_ Sta.11ard's -experiment was under laboratory-con-
-

ditions; hende the processes demonstrated -may not be- characteristic of less arti='

-ficial eituatione. In- a -related- study, HoOkis (1-972) .sought to" identify- what

elements- of .writing are considered most -essential iv professional Writers. She

Collected. data from written-- documents -of 'Hemingway, 'Faulkner, Fitzgerald, and

Thomas-Wolfe and from criteria professional boOk reviewers use in their evalUar,_

tion prOcedfireS. She found :that the elements. Of- effective writing includef
-the- View of- compositien is- that ..of a total. process; 2) the origin-of ideas-

_

lies in the -writer's -backgroUnd and personal_ tegierienCeS;: 3) .the- purpose of

. yriting is to communicate ,,-ark idea :to, an audience; .11,) thenotion of _aue.:..ence

determines language!mol style ; - 5) reading-"others', work and donstantwriting

Will develop style; and:6) revision necessary for succinct presentation of

o - .Lambeig, (107) 'approached writing, "skill" by identifying the major Process-

related 'piobieMs -which _prevent acquisition- Of academic writing skill, He worked

With 192 *students doing academic Writing ;_at a university writer's workshop dur-

ing the years-1972-105. -His research_ team read student writing,:-teaohers'

comments On that _writing, course. materials handed -mit toy -Students; and dis-

outsed- with students their perceptions _of their problems. The researchers_

identifieda -number of major problems: 1) lack- of self -management skills; 2) -

lack of a -strategy -for composing ;. 3) failure to follow- .directions; 4) poor or-

ganizatione; 5) weaknesses in conteptr 6) IneffectivelintroduCtionst 7): ineffec-

tiVe pr-oofreadingt and.-8)-.diffidety- in underttanding or accepting teachers'

criticisms.-
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F4irther research into the "skills" or elements ,involved in wilting might

codsider the questions proposed by Lundsteen (1976): "Would a ch.ld who has

"insight -into the writing process do better in the long run? Would a longitginal

sti4yEshow that ability- to-discuss the writing process is reflected in the quality

of the writing, after all? Woad the kind of writing involved make a differeje

in. the relationship between quality 0 product and ability to discuss the pro-
.

cessV" (p. 57).

_s y

As I have tried to-point:out:here, researchers, intentionally=or inintention,

ially,'have'pursuel the-questions first-Proposed in the Braddock Report, and, in

doing.,go, have proVidedra-
.

ifeilth of insights and empirical results which is readi-

,lr'iVailible to.teacherdi direotort of writ-ing-prograti,- and other researphe;s.Y'

In addition, I have triect.tvindicate for researcheri, as well as for-,graduate 6.

-,,---

students wh exe:interetted in research,, that there is much to be examined in

and learninkof coripositionat all levels, that oPportunitieS -forthe teach

Wohlieeded-research'are plentiful Finally, rwish to eillpha4te to-teachers

And-directors that familiarity with and iMplementation'of the findings -of fresearch

constitute -only one - component of'acoMpteheAlVe effort to build sound, intellectu-

ally rich COMPoSition-prOgrams. Since,in recent years, there has -been a virtual

explogiOn of knowledge in numerous fiel4s.!-learning theory_ language theoryi and

compotition-theory, to namejust a, few-v.-research must be integrated with relevant

theory (and-Successful pedaeogy)- itye are to build composition programs which

are-solidly-based on the most recent available knowledge,, both -in theory'And

researdh-knoWledge which-mutt be-considered in-order to achieve ifitellectuallY

informed programs. =
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